UP AROUND THE BEND

D

THERE'S A PLACE UP AHEAD AND I'M GOIN'

A                   A -     D

JUST AS FAT AS MY FEET CAN FLY

D                   D

COME AWAY, COME AWAY, IF YOU'RE GOIN';

A                   A -     D

LEAVE THE SINKIN' SHIP BEHIND.

G -     D                   G   -    D          A      A

COME ON THE RISIN' WIND, WE'RE GOIN' UP AROUND THE BEND. OOH!

A                 A

BRING A SONG AND A SMILE FOR THE BANJO

A                 A

BETTER GET WHILE THE GETTIN'S GOOD

A                 A

HITCH A TO THE END OF THE HIGHWAY,

A

WHERE THE NEONS TURN TO WOOD.

G -     D                   G   -    D          A      A

COME ON THE RISIN' WIND, WE'RE GOIN' UP AROUND THE BEND. OOH!

A                 A

YOU CAN PONDER PERPETUAL MOTION FIX YOUR MIND ON A CRYSTAL DAY

A                 A

ALWAYS TIME FOR A GOOD CONVERSATION THERE'S AN EAR FOR WHAT YOU SAY

G -     D                   G   -    D          A      A

COME ON THE RISIN' WIND, WE'RE GOIN' UP AROUND THE BEND. OOH!

A                 A

CATCH A RIDE TO THE END OF THE HIGHWAY

A                 A

AND WE'LL MEET BY THE BIG RED TREE.

A                 A

THERE'S A PLACE UP AHEAD AND I'M GOIN'

G -     D                   G -     D          A      A

COME ON THE RISIN' WIND, WE'RE GOIN' UP AROUND THE BEND. OOH!